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Like Lovers



The new customer that Efe brings to the company causes Esra and Ozan to enter into a fierce competition. During this rivalry, Efe takes a side with Esra. This infuriates Ozan. After the confrontation they experienced, some lies told by Rüya will emerge. During the rivalry between Esra and Ozan, Rüya realizes how jealous Ozan is when it comes to Esra. Ozan still has very strong feelings for Esra. There is no other choice but to eliminate Esra for Rüya. She uses Barış again for this. While Esra and Ozan are gradually approaching the dangerous plan that Rüya has prepared, Ozan's unexpected move changes everything.
Quest roles:
Erdem Sanli(Barış)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
21 January 2022, 20:00
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